
 
Serre Barolo Docg 2005  

 
 

Vintage description 
 

The 2005 growing season has been unusual, but overall quite good. Early summer has been hot and June temperatures 
have been quite higher than the average. First part of July was unusually ‘’nice and cool" while in the second half the 
heat was back and intense. Oddly in August we did not have the "hot and humid" weather that brings the all country to 
the beaches: a relatively cool and nice August, drier than in other regions of Italy. So the grapes arrived at the beginning 
of September in good condition, carefully thinned during the summer, ready for the final rush.  
September, always the crucial month, started odd, with few days of rain; it soon got back in a summer pattern with hot 
days and also warm nights, humidity still pretty high. We arrive around the 20th of the month with great looking grapes, 
sugar pretty high, nice ripening of colour and aromas. The only concern was a not very thick skin that made risk of 
bunch - rot high, if rain would have come. That's why the decision was taken, for many producers sort of at the last 
minute… to rush through the harvest and get done with it without taking any chance. Sure enough rain came heavily on 
October 2nd and rained for a week! At that point though, the wine was already nicely fermenting, safe in the cellar and 
we can look with great expectation to another excellent vintage for the wines.  
 
 
 
Varietal Composition: 100% nebbiolo  
Harvest: October  
Vineyards: mainly vineyards from La Morra, then Barolo,  
Monforte and Serralunga d’Alba villages (Barolo Area, south of Piedmont) 
Maceration: 10-15 days depending on the vineyards 
MLF: 10 days approximately 
Blending period: spring 2006 
Ageing wood: first 12 months in barriques,  following 12 months in big cask 
Wood ageing length: 24 months 
 

  Wine analysis 
 

Alcohol: 14,5% 
Total acid: 5,70 g/l 
Dry extract: 29 g/l 
 

 

 
 
 

Winemaking 
 
 

Every one of the 16 plots of Barolo was fermented separately. Every plot was picked at proper time, crushed and 
macerated for 10 to 15 days without any addition of yeasts and without any warm up of the tanks. The temperatures of 
fermentations in that way followed the natural curve, without any winemaker intervention. After the fermentation the 
new wines were transferred into the wood for FML and ageing. Weekly batonnage was done until the spring, when after 
a blind blending section, the wines mainly from La Morra, together with some Barolo, Monforte and Serralunga 
villages vineyards were put together in order to give respectively ‘’early evolution of flavours’’- ‘’balance’’, ‘’depth’’, 
‘’ageing potential and minerality’’ . 
 
 


